Gallup: “75% of Americans believe in widespread government corruption”
From Zerohedge, 7 January 2015
Back in July, when the HuffPo was covering Donald Trump's campaign in its "Entertainment
Section" (they are not laughing now), and when not a single political pundit thought Trump
had any chance of winning the GOP primary (now most of them do), we said that "Donald
Trump's Soaring Popularity "Is The Country's Collective Middle Finger To Washington."
Here is what we said:
Donald Trump’s ascendance as the early GOP front-runner is symbolic of a greater global
trend: growing pushback against institutional political and economic power.
To many centrist politicians and mainstream political observers, Donald Trump is a boastful,
insensitive egomaniac spouting populist rhetoric. Whether such a characterization is true is
not worthy of debate, which may explain why the rantings of enraged career political pundits
have no impact on Mr. Trump’s popularity among Republican voters in Iowa, New Hampshire,
and across America. It seems no amount of ink or air time spent tarring and feathering Trump’s
reputation sticks; in fact it seems to help Teflon Don in the polls, where he leads a crowded
field of career politicians.
Donald Trump is a threat not only to the nattering nabobs in the press corps and the Republican
Party. His day in the sun may be symbolic of a broader dynamic: the declining power held
by historically powerful institutions. Ask yourself if Trump’s campaign is making a mockery
of the political process or exposing the mockery that the political process has become. A notinsignificant percentage of Americans away from the coasts, are looking past his utter lack of
decorum and political savvy to hitch their wagons to his outrage.
Six months later, virtually everyone recognizes and admits that this is the case: a vote for
Trump is not "a vote for Trump", it is a vote against the broken, corrupt, crony-capitalist
model.
Which explains why increasingly more are terrified he just may win.
But what explains America's revulsion with the existing system? The answer comes from the
latest Gallup article: "Explaining Trump: Widespread Government Corruption" in which it
finds that once the silent majority of the population can identify the object of their distrust and
anger - in this case Congress and the political status quo - and once they can subsequently
identify an object that represents its opposite, the latter object's distance to the Oval Office
becomes considerably shorter.
From Gallup:
Explaining Trump: Widespread Government Corruption
It's been fashionable to make jokes about Congress' historically low approval ratings,
unbelievable incompetence in the government and now, unfortunately, the perception of

widespread government corruption. Pundits and talk-radio hosts have a field day with this. So
do late-night comics.
It's not funny anymore.
A staggering 75% of the American public believe corruption is "widespread" in the U.S.
government. Not incompetence, but corruption. This alarming figure has held steady since
2010, up from 66% in 2009.
This sense of corruption probably contributes to much of the extreme anxiety and unrest we
see today - including protests, lower voter turnout and increased interest in guns.
Guns -- a symbol of freedom from government tyranny to many people -- are now a key voting
issue. A quarter of U.S. voters say the presidential candidate they vote for must share their view
on guns.
Protests are growing in cities and campuses all around the country. Students and citizens
generally have lost faith in their national institutions -- the biggest and most powerful of which
is, of course, the federal government.
The last presidential election had an estimated 5 million fewer voters than turned out in 2008,
and the 2014 midterm elections saw the lowest turnout in 72 years (36.3%). At alarming levels,
citizens -- when invited to participate directly in their own democracy -- are taking a pass and
staying home. Or taking their frustrations to the streets.
The perception that there's widespread corruption in the national government could be a
symptom of citizen disengagement and anger. Or it could be a cause -- we don't know. But it's
very possible this is a big, dark cloud that hangs over this country's progress. And it might be
fueling the rise of an unlikely, non-traditional leading Republican candidate for the presidency,
Donald Trump.
To make matters worse, that dark cloud appears to be hanging over the growth of small
business, which is where virtually all new GDP growth and good jobs originate. Simply put,
startups and shootups (small businesses that grow larger) have been in a death spiral. The U.S.
Census Bureau reported that the total number of business startups and business closures per
year crossed for the first time in 2008.
And the economy isn't growing nearly fast enough -- it's been running at an average rate of 2%
since the 2008 financial collapse and the Great Recession. Just to compare, following the
recession of 1981-1982, GDP grew for six years at 4.5% -- one of our greatest economic eras
in history.
Jobs haven't come back. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the percentage of
the total adult population that has a full-time job has been hovering around 48% since 2010 -the lowest full-time employment level since 1983. This is why the middle class has been
dangerously shrinking.
You don't have to connect too many dots to conclude that if a government has an alarmingly
high appearance of widespread corruption -- and that same government creates regulations that

businesses cite as a leading barrier to growth -- then entrepreneurs might be reluctant to stick
their necks out to start a business. Or to boom the businesses they already have.
Why would they start or boom a business if they think a corrupt government is creating rules
and regulations that don't serve their interests -- but rather rules that serve the interests of
corrupt officials, corrupt politicians, corrupt insiders and corrupt special interest groups?
Any wonder why so many Americans want a candidate who's outside of that system?

